INSTRUCTION MANUAL
DO NOT OPERATE FUSION BOOSTER BEFORE READING THESE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR HOUSEHOLD USE ONLY • Model: BL-05 120 VAC 60Hz 300W

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

Before using this electrical appliance, the following basic
precautions should always be followed including the following:
1. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS FIRST.
2. Before use, check that the voltage of your wall outlet corresponds to the rated voltage.
3. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance malfunctions,
or is dropped or damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest authorized service
facility for examination, repair or electrical or mechanical adjustment.
4. To protect against risk of electrical shock do not put in water or other liquid.
5. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter or touch hot surface.
6. To reduce the risk of electric shock, never operate this product with wet hands, spill liquid in
the product or submerge it in water or any other liquid.
7. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for
their safety.
8. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with or touch the appliance.
9. Never leave the appliance unattended when in use.
10. Do not place an appliance on or near a hot gas stove or on a heated oven.
11. Do not use outdoors, household use only.
12. Never operate the product when the bottle is empty and do not remove the cup lid before the
blades come to a complete stop.
13. Unplug from outlet when not in use, before putting on or taking off parts, and before cleaning.
14. Avoid contacting moving parts.
15. Warning: misuse may cause serious injury. Care is needed when handling cutting blades,
especially when removing the blade from the bottle, emptying the bottle and during cleaning.
16. Keep hands and utensils out of container while blending to reduce the risk of severe injury to
persons or damage to the blender.
17. Blades are sharp. Handle carefully.
18. To reduce the risk of injury, never place cutter-assembly blades on base without bottle
properly attached.
19. Always operate blender with cover in place.
20. Always operate appliance on a flat surface.
21. Never use any attachments which are not listed in the instruction book .The use of
attachments, including canning jars, etc. not recommended by the manufacturer may
cause a risk of injury to persons.
22. Do not blend hot liquids.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Polarized
This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other). To reduce the risk of
electric shock, this plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully in
the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not modify the
plug in any way.

Using the Fusion Booster
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1. Place the sport bottle on a flat surface, open the bottle.

	
  

2. Fill the bottle with your favorite ingredients, all the ingredients must be filled below the bottle
max level mark.
3. Fasten the blade base on the open end of the bottle.
4. Turn the bottle upside down, put the bottle and blade base together on the blender base,
ensure the three micro switch blocks in right position.
5. Press the bottle down in the base to start blending.
6. To lock the bottle in the base for hands-free operation, turn the bottle clockwise in the base.
7. Either stop pressing the bottle down or unlock the bottle from the base, the blender will stop.
8. Turn bottle over and place on a flat surface, take off the blade base, put the drinking lid on.

Notes
1. The appliance may only be used for a maximum 3 minutes of continuous operation.
Allow to cool down between uses.
2. Parts and unit are not dishwasher safe.
3. Do not use for crushing ice.
4. Use only for liquid and soft fruit. Hard fruit should not be used and soft fruits cut before use.
5. When overloaded, motor will automatically stop, please unplug, empty bottle,
wait for 15 minutes to cool down motor, start again.

Cleaning
1. Unplug the appliance from wall outlet before cleaning.
2. After use, clean the main body with damp cloth and dry with towel.
Always keep blender base away from water or high humidity.
3. Wash the bottle and blade parts in running water.
4. Keep children away from the combined bottle and blade.
5. Do not clean with solvents, thinners or abrasive cleaners, etc.
6. Keep away from direct sunlight and damp places.
7. Never immerse the Base (Motor unit) or power cord into water for cleaning.
8. Do not put any parts in dishwasher.
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